MLHS SUPPLY LIST
*****ALL CLASSES ASSUME THE USE OF PENS AND PENCILS ON A
DAILY BASIS, and 1 flash drive per student is sufficient.

Mr. Briney
Algebra:
- Calculator;Texas Instrument Graphing Calculator is optional but
many buy at this time and it is helpful. However, a normal calculator
will get you through also.
-Straight edge lined paper (filler paper) for homework
-Any notebook for daily notes
Physical Education:
-Gym Uniform; Shorts and Shirts to be purchased at freshmen
orientation, or the first week of school from the athletic department.
-Gym shoes for inside activities
Economics:
-Highlighter pens for textbook
Math for Life:
-Basic Calculator
Accounting:
-6” Ruler for assignments
Flex Class:
-Nothing extra for leadership class

Mrs. Gephart
Music Appreciation:
-3-ring binder
-pens or pencils
Algebra:
-3-ring binder
-pencils
-erasers

Health
Spiral notebook with pockets or 3-ringbinder with paper

Physical Education:
-Outdoor and indoor tennis shoes
-Gym Uniform; Shorts and Shirts to be purchased at freshmen
orientation, or the first week of school from the athletic department.

Mr. Herbst
English 9
A three-ring binder, notebook and writing utensil are needed for each
class period.
Religion 10
Bible - Preferably NIV
Note book and writing utencil

Mr. Kruck
American History
-3-ring binder
-pencils sharpened before class ☺

Mr. Lillo
Geometry
-Scientific Calculator
-Compass
-Protractor
-Ruler
-Notebook for note taking
-Paper for doing assignments
Algebra II, Trig, Stats, Discrete Math, Pre-Calc
-Graphing Calculator
-Notebook

Intro to Technology
-No materials needed

Ms. Sperle
Journalism
-one 1 or 2 inch binder
-college ruled loose leaf paper
-black or blue pens or pencils
-a red pen for correcting
-a flash drive
World Novel (second semester)
-one 1 or 2 inch binder
-college ruled loose leaf paper
-black or blue pens or pencils
-a red pen for correcting
-a flash drive
Senior Comp
-one 1 or 2 inch binder
-college ruled loose leaf paper
-black or blue pens or pencils
-a red pen for correcting
-a flash drive
Comp 2/Literature 10
-one 1 or 2 inch binder
-college ruled loose leaf paper
-black or blue pens or pencils
-a red pen for correcting
-a flash drive
Drama
-one 1 or 2 inch binder
-college ruled loose leaf paper
-black or blue pens or pencils

-a red pen for correcting
-a flash drive

Pastor Schneider
Religion 10
3 ring Binder
NIV Bible
Pencils and pens

Religion 12
3 ring Binder
NIV Bible
Pencils and pens

Foreign Language
USB Headset with Microphone

Government (Juniors)
3 ring Binder
lined paper for note taking
Pencils and pens

World History (Freshman)
3 ring Binder
lined paper for note taking
Pencils and pens

Mr. Stangl
Religion 11
-1 1/2 “ 3-ring binder
-Notebook

Mrs. Styx
Art Supply List, Art 1
Fall Semester

th

You will need the following items by August 27 .
(Meijer, JoAnnFabrics, Michaels, or even Walmart.)
~Sketchbook, 5x7. Either side bind or top bind. You do not need
perforated pages as everything will remain in the sketchbook.
~Folder to store all your handouts.
~Drawing Pencils-you will need at least a 3B, 2B, B, 2H, 3H. I would
prefer if you bought a set that has a case, some have ten pencils others
have twenty pencils. Obviously the more pencils, the better your artistic
range will be:) Derwent is the best brand.
~Case for pencils, sharpener and art stuff
~Pencil sharpener
☺
~Erasers, just in case you might make mistakes☺
~Colored Pencils-at least 24, again, more is better! Prismacolor are the
best.
~2 bottles of glue (any brand☺
☺)
~1 glue stick (any brand ☺)
~5 small bottles of acrylic paint (.99) in colors other than
red/blue/white/yellow. Students should select colors they like. You will
share paints.
~Small set of paint brushes. You will want at least an assortment of 5 of
them. Small detailed brushes are always needed.

Mr. Pappenfuss
Chemistry
-Paper, pen, pencils
Biology
-Paper, pen, pencils

Mr. Eggert
American Literature, British Literature and Speech
-Standard notebook needed for each

